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Software support for screw rotor design, 
manufacture and quality control 
CHRlSTER BENNEWITZ 
CG CoNSULTING 
1831 LAKERIDGE RoAD 
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35 216 
PHONE: {205) 942-7428 FAX: {205) 290-0250 
ABSTRACT 
As machine elements the helical rotors of a screw compressor are 
unusual because of their complicated shape. This poses serious chal-lenges in all phases of design, manufacture and quality control, which 
can be satisfactorily met only by the aid of the computer. A number 
of software packages addressing various aspects of these problems have been described in the literature (e.g., (2], (3]), but they all seem limited in scope. 
A fully satisfactory approach must be very general, in that no re-
strictions should be placed on the rotor profile. It should also be com-prehensive, so that it covers all aspects of the process from design of the profile, through application of appropriate clearances and creation 
of tool coordinates to evaluation of the quality of the fi!Jjshed rotors. 
INTRODUCTION 
The early practioners of the art of making screw rotors had to meet the challenges of designing and making the rotors with a good deal of ingenuity and inspired guesswork. The reason for this is the unusual combination of complicated shape and small tolerances which has few parallels in mechanical engineering. As a result of these difficulties the rotor profiles used could seldom be optimized with 
regard only to function and ease of manufacture; one also had to use profiles whose shapes could be easily described and calculated. Because of the effort required in designing a profile, only a few profiles were available in the early days; the same profile had to be used in quite different circumstances. Eventually the difficulties were somewhat eased by the introduction of computers for calculating tool shapes etc., but available profile systems were still quite inflexible. 
With the introduction of powerful desktop computers there are no longer any valid reasons for such restrictions. A specific profile can be designed for each application, if desired. This assumes, of course, that software of sufficient gen-
erality is available to support all aspects of design, manufacturing and quality 
control. For this to work satisfactorily one needs a carefully thought out system for describing the rotors and tools and for transferring needed data between the 
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different parts of a software package. We have, during a period of several years 
developed such a software system which is now nearing completion. The paper 
[1] A Modern Way to Good Screw Rotors by Soren Edstrom describes the philos-
ophy behind. In the present paper the software package is described. It must be 
said at the outset, however, that no software will by itself be able to design a good 
profile; this must be left to the expert of long experience. What the software can 
do, is speed up the design work to a great extent. This will allow the design of 
a more closely optimized profile for each application. Furthermore, the software 
can substantially ease all the design work needed after the basic profile has been 
settled upon. Many aspects of manufacture and quality control can also benefit 
from the package. 
Before we go on to the details of different parts of the package, first a few 
words on the user interface of the programs. This could be laid out in a number of 
different ways, independent of the algorithms used. However, software such as this 
will be most useful if it is so easy to use, that any engineer familiar with the field 
can use it productively after only a brief introduction. Therefore the programs 
are basically menu-driven, so that all the user has to do is answer questions, or 
in some cases choose from a few different alternatives. The input of the programs 
will in most cases be both a file containing tool or profile coordinates and some 
information given by the user via the keyboard, e.g., tool setting data. The 
output is mostly a file and, optionally, a printout or plot. The files are ASCII 
text files, and start with some general information about the profile or tool in 
question, such as the number of lobes and the diameter. In the case of a tool 
all data about the setup, like cutting angles and angle and distance between tool 
and rotor axes, are in the file. Then follows a list of coordinate points that define 
one thread of the rotor or, in the case of a tool, a blade for cutting one thread. 
The number of coordinate points will generally be many hundreds (up to 2000) 
on each thread of the rotor. The coordinate points are numbered, and some will 
be marked as special identification points for the purpose of checking the rotor. 
The same numbering will be kept consistently in all files, including those for tool 
coordinates. For the details of this we refer to the paper [1] in these proceedings. 
The exact format of the files will not be described here. We only point out that it 
is essential that each file is complete, i.e., contains all information needed by other 
parts of the software. This means that in addition to coordinates the file will need 
to contain data like center distances, diameters, setting angles, etc. Otherwise·the 
risk of confusion would be great, for example between tools for cutting the same 
profile in different setups. 
The present versions of the programs require an IBM-compatible PC of AT 
type and, for hardcopy output, a printer and plotter. A mathematics coprocessor 
is useful to speed the computations. Most standard printers and plotters can 
be used. but we have found that a standard laser printer produces monochrome 
printouts and plots of excellent quality. In spite of being limited to letter size, 
monochrome plots, a laser printer should be sufficient for the needs of most users. 
An important facwr in the utility of the programs is, that the time required for 
calculations by any of the programs is mea.o;;ured in seconds rather than minutes. 
It is therefore quite easy to do extensive experimentation with various settings 
before settling on a final design. 
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DESIGN SOFTWARE 
The first duty of the software is to convert a 'recipe' for a rotor profile to 
coordinates for a rotor of a particular size. These will be so called zero clearance 
coordinates, i.e., the calculated rotor shapes will fit perfectly with no intermesh 
clearances. These coordinates are used for further calculations involved in the 
design of a compressor. A profile 'recipe' consists of a sequence of segments of 
various mathematical curves (e.g. a circular or involute arc). Each one can be 
located either on the male or the female rotor. A matching segment on the other 
rotor is assumed and its coordinates are calculated by the program. The various 
segments are joined together smoothly, although a corner may also be included. 
CD:;: HIJ-000000 
l::t-.+ZF~+G 
Screen of the FORM program 
As described in [1], the sealing line is of crucial importance for the qualities 
of the compressor. There is therefore a facility to plot (on screen or paper) the 
three dimensional sealing line from an arbitrary point of view and compute its 
coordinates and arclength. 
The compressed gas between the rotors will exert a torque on each rotor. 
This Wlll always be mut·h larger on the male than on the female rotor. It is 
important to check the magnitude of the torque acting on the female rotor. since 
insuflic1ent torque could cause 'rattling', leading to rapid wear and early failure of 
the rotors. There is a program to evaluate the rotor torques. It produces a screen 
plot of 'specific torque· on the two rotors in a plane perpendicular to the axes of 
the rotors as a fu.nction of their angle of rotation, and calculates the percentage 
of the average tmal specific torque exerted on the female rotor. 
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To determine rotor forces, port shapes, etc., for a given pair of rotors the 
so called volume curve is needed. This is a plot of the volume enclosed between
 
two cooperating threads of the rotors, as a function of the angle of rotation. The
 
plot is normalised so that the maximum value is at 100%. The volume curve
 
is calculated making no specific assumptions about rotor geometry so that any
 
conceivable rotor profile can be used. It is plotted on screen and, if desired, on 
the plotter. The volume data is also saved in a file to serve as input for other
 
programs. 
From the volume curve one can determine at which angles the inlet and outlet 
ports should open and close so as to achieve a given built-in volume ratio; this
 
is of course determined by the desired output pressure. The theoretical shape of
 
the ports is calculated and can be plotted. The data is also saved to a file, e.g., 
so as to form the basis for data for milling the ports on numerically controlled
 
machine tools. 
From the zero clearance coordinates and the volume curve one can determine 
the forces exerted in different directions on the rotors under given running condi-
tions. This can be used for example to correctly dimension the rotor bearings for 
the intended compressor duties. Again, the program makes no assumptions as to
 
rotor geometry so that it can be used with any desired. rotor profile. 
The next step will be to apply nominal working clearances in all the coordi-
nate points. Clearances have to be chosen so as to insure that interference and
 
consequent seizure of the rotors can not occur under any ·reasonable running con-
ditions. They are also used to create a well defined contact band on the rotor so 
as to have torque transfer take place under controlled conditions. Although the
 
profile designer will normally be expected to suggest a clearance distribution this
 
may well have to be modified by experience. :rhe optimal clearance distribution
 
will obviously depend on achievable machining accuracy, operating temperature
 
range, etc. Thus a certain fine tuning of clearances would normally be needed.
 
The program allows this to be done with uunimun1 effort. In practice, the total
 
clearances need to be distributed between the two rotors. The clearances specified
 
in the program are therefore actually deviations from the zero clearance profile; 
the actual intermesh clearance is the sum of the 'clearances' specified on each
 
rotor. For each rotor the user specifies a clearance in a number of coordinate
 
points. typically around 20. The program interpolates smoothly to determine ap-
propriate clearances in all other coordinate points, in such a way that interfere::J.ce
 
can not occur anywhere. Conunon interpolation techniques (i.e., cubic splines) 
can not be used here since non-interference can not then be guaranteed. 
As an aid in deciding what cle<trances to apply there is a program which will 
calculate the change in clearances caused by temperature changes of the rotors.
 
Finally, we have under development a program to calculate the size of the 'blow
 
hole· on the high pressure side of the mesh. This is the opening between different
 
threads caused bv the fact that modrrn profiles have sealing lines that d•) net 







!."' F,,=- PF(O)sinOdO e, (23) 
where the form ol F(IJ) dep<md< upon the current l'<tlue of 0,~~_ This loading is represented in Figure 3. 
DETERMINATION OF BEARING LOADS 
The met hods Jll'f'"'llted for computing tlw loads dm: to compressio11 are applied to both 
rotors of a screw COiliJ>ressor and the free body diagnuus, p•·e;ented in Figures -t ancl 'i, are 
obtained. The force,, f~•x· F"'"' F;x ;md P;y, include the components from both the tangential 
and the radial loads. The rotors are modeled with radial beariug~ at each end of the shafb 
and a thnht IH•a11ng ,,t one <~IHI of the 'haft of each •·otor. The compression ;tnd contact force 
resct!tants <Ire shown to act in separate planes. 
The contlltt !JdW<'<'Il the rotors is modeled"""!\ involute helical gear theory [2), a:; stated in th<" assumptio11s in tile section. ThcrcfoJc the NJnotions relating the components of the contact forces arc 
(24) 
C,=C'vt<>nl7 (2.5) 
where 1/.1,. dehnes the <urface normal at th~ conlMt point. 
The equotio11s of motion fat· ei!clt rotor, along witb the equations' relating the contact forces, ~tre u~ed to obtain the bearing loads ,., fllltCLiou~ of the rotor compression loads. The contact force C, is gi,·en by 
(2G) 






1 [-M,., + C',L.1 - F".,.{, - C',R,,J 
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B3, = -!
1 [M,,.. + C',L, - F,,.,L:,J 
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(:34) 





Typic~ I moment loadings, due to the gas compression proce~s, on the ma
le and female rotors 
ot·e shown in Fig,m·c li. It is evident th<tt the lltornent loadlttg 
io penodic. wiLh a frequency 
equivalent to th~ !'und«mental male rotm speed multiplied by the num
ber of male rotor lobes. 
The remainin!', lo,,dings have 'imilar cbm"'deri>tic,;. The summ
ation of these periodic loads 
therefore cau"''s o;cillatory reaction loads on the rotor bea,-ings in
 the absence of rotor chatter. 
In additiott, • he distance' L. and r:, loc"'ting the planes of the contact resultants and pre.sure 
t·esultants, "r'-' function' of the rotor rotation angk. OM. The var
iance of the locations of these 
planes add> '"'other component to the oscillatory nature of the
 bearing reaction fo,·ces. The 
variation in cbe location of the cont<ect re,ultant plane is due to the 
fact that it is vittually 
impossible to "'"n·e <:"qu"'l contact with all lobe contact points ..
 \ wot·se case scenarto of rotor 
contact is ··~pre,entcd by 11 new comp!'cssor, with little oil circulation, non-
compliant lobes. and 
low mam' l'(l.ct uring accuracy. Such a coJl'!j)l'cssor would expetienct:" a poten
tially wiclf" oscillation 
of the conth('l rC!3ttltant plane location, cau.;;ing \.arge bearinB load oscillation
:<;. An older. run-in 
compreS>ot. with larg,r· oil circulation. compli"'nc lobes and high i
niti<d manufacturing accuracy 
would "'1"-e"'llt lite olhet- cxtrr·me. It "·ould he less pt'One to
 vibration excitation thmugh 
varying l)(.fllillg loadk nud tiJerei'orc likcl~ tn genPr;:'lte les::: nol'.;e. 
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Figure l: ·Unwrapped' rotor plan 
Figure 2: Ilustration of tangential load due to gas comr!reooiou 
Figur;, 3: Ilu&tration of n1diHI load du<: to gil> compres;;un 
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y 
Figure 4: Free body diagram of the female rotor 
figut·e ): Free. body diagram or the male rOl<ll' 
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Figure 6: Typical moment loading due to gas compression on (a) the male rotor, Mm.; (b) the female rotor. M,,. 
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MAIN GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWIN SCREW COMPRESSOR 
by 
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NOMENCLATURE 
body flxcd and inertial reference mmcs for the male and female rotors pitch rzdius for the male and female rotors 
mdius of the lobe for the male and female rotors transmission ratio between the rotors 
teeth number of the rotorS 
turning angle for the male rotor 
vohnne of the rotor wod::ing space 
screw characteristics f1r the male and female roll)IS rotor lead for the male and female rotorS 
angle at the point whCM the housing CtDss 





flute area of the rotor 
flute area factor 
wrap angle factor 
rotation speed 
diameter of the male rotor 




scripts referring to the male and female respectively scripts referring to the suction and discltarge 
L INTRODUCITON 
The twin screw compressor, as a rotary, positive displac~:ment compressor, has gained an imponant pomion in the gas compressor industry. This position has led to the consideration of diffe:ent screw profiles and the development of modetn machine processes for their production [1 ,2]. The use of compurer simulation and modeling to predict the performance and efficiency of these different profiles has been used to speed the development of improved profiles. 
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The geometric chuacterislics are complicated to model in the compute:r sim
ulation of twin screw 
C:Oillpi'CSSO!"S. This papc:r presents the detenninadon of ccruin ilnpmant gcomettic characteri
stics which 
strongly affect the performance and efficiency of the c:ompt'eSS01': 
a) cotn~sion volwne curve 
b) sealing line length 
c:) flure area facmr 
d) wmp angle factor 
e) blow hole area 
2. PROFILE CONSTRUCTION 
A pair of rotor ptofiles are utilized as an example in the determination of
 the listed geometric 
characteristics. The following table presents the male and female profile
s used. The profiles are also 
shown in Figure 1. Two separate rotor f'IXed coordinate frames Xt,Yl and X2.Y2
 are used in describing 
the mating profiles. 
Female Profiles Profiles matine: with 
aztn pitch ciicle of r2 atbt 
Inez ate btCt 
czdz sttaight line Ctdl 
dzez ate dtel 
czf2 cpicycloid curve e1f1 
fzgz sttaight line ftgl 
Male Profiles Profiles mating with 
atbt pitch ciicle of rt azln 
btCJ envelop curve bzcz 
Ctdt envelop curve czdz 
dtCJ ate dzez 
Ctft epicycloid curve ezfz 
ftgl epicycloid curve fzgz 
Table 1 Example Twin Screw Mating Profiles 
3. COMPRESSION VOLUME CURVE 
The compression volume curve can be obtained by integrating the swept area along 
the length of 
the rotor. or by employing the principle of virtual work (3]. A third method is presented here which 
'omputes the compression volwne CUJVC of twin screw compressors b
y using the profile functions 
directly. 
3.1 Prjndple of Cnrumumion 
When an area is enclosed by two lines (in panunetric fonn). 
L -= ).., 
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the value: of the ~ can be ca1culatcd by intcgmiac bc:tw=n die lines. The IIIU shown in Figure 2 Sabcd will be 
s.._b(..;'"' d f ("'l.dd-:1 Jx) (.. lt"'"' ::: L (~. 1(.,-x,y,)cJt; +-t <..9~ -x~.--x. i~. ).:Jt"" t.,... t"-C:. 
where Ita and lie = die vlllucs of It at poinla aDd point c,lmd 12c and t2a IIR the values of tz at point c and point ._ It is generally simple 10 cak:u1tiC !he COUipi!SSion - in the zroovcs of the rotors by employing this principle. 
3~2 Pmfllt: Enncrjons of th; Rotors 
Bef~ computing the volume curve, it is necessuy tO establish the profile functions for the male and female roton, which an: bucd on the rotor faxed fnmes shown in Figure 3. For example. the functions of prclile segment de ue for die male: roror 
~ 1-, .... ~ +- r< C':...a.r t; 
L ~. "" - R .SJ,..J t-
and for the female rotor 
) ).:A.. = r;_ - f< ~:o .s t 
( y 2. " - R .s J;J t 
wher<: It and tz ue the values of the parame= at the pointS e and d. The integration process must be based on the same coordinate frame and th=fore the pn:>(lle functions for the fCIIWc rotor ue ttansfered into the coordinarc frame of the male rotor. The t:rlUlSfer relation is as follows, 
~ f.- 1 .. - "Y 1.. C o_r \J<.¢,} 1- ':!1. .S !Al(t<-<1,) +- o, Cos<;O, 
l j 1 "'- ~ S lt.J I,J< rl,) +- 'jJ. <:o.S C. 1"'--¢, ) - a ..S lrJc/, 
) 1-. 1 ~ - ~ ~'OJ \J< cl,) tl{ C:1l.S ( t t I<¢.}+ q e.o.r ~ 
( (j, ~ (2. S /~ (tc. <P,)- /(.SJ.N lt t 1<¢,)- Q ~oitfJ, 
Note that there an: two tCClh taking pan in the mating proc:ess for the rotor, the leadint; lobe and the a-ailing lobe, and that the tranSfer n::latioqs used for them IIR different. The D'111lsfer relations for !he male and female n:xors ue as follows: 
For the male nnor 
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and for th~: female roiOl" 
C..o s l ;.;;- ) 
S1rJ l:7,) 
3.3 Calcylatioo qf she C9JJJJ'!!'Qsi9" Ama 
When the lobe tip point 11 of the female profile reaches the point H. as in Figure 3, the 
compression process begins. At this IJIOIDentthe Nming angle of the male roiDr is op 1 o and th~: gwove 
areas fot and fo2 for the male and female rowr an: at their maxim11111 values. 
At a diffcm~t11101111:111, shown in Figure 4, there is only one point mating betw=~~ twa rotorS and 
the shaded area is the uncompn:ssed uea of the: grooves. This area S can be computed using the 
principle: stated in 3.1, 
when: 
L ";. f {: Q b c. d e' L, :: e_l H 
I ,_ I I I I ' I .... I 
· L3 .. H "Jz. L~ ~ <J 1 f,_ e .. d,_ ~.J. b. a., .f"-' 
Lines L 1 and L.t consist of several piec:es of profiles for the male and female rown;. Profile segment 




and t..1 and 1~ 1 are puamctric: values. The lime dc:riv.alivcs arc: 
-V:.SJ.,..J"t. 
(' c:..os t 
I 
The integration function is 
t (t) :: t (bl -x,- :X, y, ) 
It is clear that as the parameter t changes from loot 10 ~~ , the imegmion of the function will be 
that is, diem:= of a pan of die c~lc with radiuS rr IUid angle <~~or-lor). 
Similarly, tbeimcr,tUionf«profiles f2f1o fra~o brei, c,dt, ami dtC:t and. lines Lt. L,, Md 
t.. can be ca.lculal&d giving th~: slwlcd put lfeiS IS the sumnwion of all these inregrations. 
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Since most of the profiles used in the twin screw compressors are circles. straight lines. epicycloid.s or the envelope curves, it is not diffkult to get the solution of the integration functions for these curves. For instance, there are 14 functions in total in the example rotor profiles and most of them can be solved analytically. 
The situation when two pairs of points are mating is shown in Figure 5. The shaded area is the uncompressed area. The computation of this area is the same as discussed, however, the two contacting points must be determined first. 
After the interlobe contact lines have been completed, the uncornpressed area reaches the minimum and the swept area of the grooves becomes maximum. If the rotor continues to rotate, the area between the Jobes can not be further invaded by the teelh of the mating rotor and the red.uction of the working space in the grooves is caused only by the movement of the interlobe contact lines towards the discharge: end. 
· The subtraCtion of the uncompressed azea from the maximum groove area fOJ"t-fo2 determines the swept area during the compression process and is shown in Figure 6. The compression volume curve is shown in Figure 7. It is obvious from Figure 7 that the swept area is increasing from 
2..7r <:P,o __. ~/<.. -= 4J,a t- ~<:./ +---;:;;-; 
during which the interlobe contaet lines are forming; afterwards the swept area keeps constant from <p 1 k to t1z and then it becomes smaller while the mating teeth are losing contact from t1k to t1z· The integration for the lines shown in Figure 2 is the working space volume v(IJ)t), which at any given turning angle <p is 
v'l<P,)-:. Vl J f~\~) d~ 
3.4 l TnrePnn Area 
Since most of the modern screw rotors have a large wrap angle there eJtists a unremm area during processing, i.e., when the suction process has finished at the inlet end of the rotor. There is still a small part of the female rotor tooth occupied in the male rotOr grove and the intake volume for the supply gas becomes smaller then normal. It is necessary to deduct this part of the area from the total. The principle of area computation is the same as before. 
4. FLUTE AREA FACTOR AND WRAP ANGLE FACTOR 
The discharge volume of the air compressor is calculated by 
where the Cn and c'l' are the flute area and wn~p angle facrors respectively. The flute area factor is 
thus, when the fac10r of c, is going to be calculated, the tlute area for male :md female profile fo 1 and foz have to be computed using the principle of integmting within the closing lines (see Section 3.1). The angle factor is 
(aVa, )..r -t (~Yo,).; C.~ .._ 1- Vo
1 
1- Vo,. 
where vot and vo2 are the flute volume of the male and female rotor, which is the product of the profile flute area fot or foz and the ro!Dr length 1,. The volumes 
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are the occup_ied volume by the female rotor tooth in one male rotor wOrJang
 space at the suction end and 
the discharge end respectively, which are cak:ulated using the method d
escribed in Section 3.1 When the 
occupied volume ~vo1 has the same value at both the inlet end and the: outlet end, the m
ost efficient wrap 
angle factor c" is obtained which depends upon the wrap angle of the 
rotor. 
5. LENGTII OF THE SEALING LINES 
Since they permit the leakage of the com~ gas, the length of the sealing lines and the b
low 
hole area are imponant factors effecting the efficiency of twin scre
w compressors. It is important to 
attetnpt to shorten the length of the sealing lines and decrease the area o
f the blow holes when designing a 
screw rotor profile set. 
-
When calculating rhe length of the sealing lines, it is necessazy to fll'St determ
ine a set of functions 
for the male and female profiles in accordance with the coordinate syst
ems, and then to find the rotor lobe 
surface functions. The general fonn of such functions is 
)<: "Xo(">..)co.r<t' +::J.~)-.)SIP(/) 
Y= 't- Yo\.).)..fl,.lcp r~o ()-.Jc~4' 
~ :. IL- <I 
where plus and minus signs represent right and left twist directions. A
dding the contact condition of the 
two local surfaces, i.e. at each contact point only sliding moveme
nt along the tangent direction is 
permitted, the function representation of the contact line or sealing 
line between two surfaces is then 
obtained, 
X~ "Xo(,__')...) ~oJ'</ ~ y,. (,_"}...)SJ,.Jt/ 
'/ -= 't- 'X.~}.) .$'1.-.1 4/ + ;}o ()..) ~c-S <{! 
'2: :. r< t:f 
f \_)- ..y_ cl) " 0 
.J .J 
The length of the sealing line can be computed &om integration along the pro
file. The differential 
form is 
and the sealing line length is 
s:. J d..S 
The total length of the interlobe sealing lines is the summation of eac
h section of the contact line of the 
respective profile. For example, the length of the sealing line for the p
rofile section ef is obtained 
A more detailed presentation of this analysis ean be found in Reference [ 4]. 
6. THE BLOW HOLE AREA 
The blow hole is genenned by the non-symetrical profiles mating, wh
ich is widely employed in 
the modem screw compressors for the TCasOn of the high efficiency. th
ere are two blow holes eJCstmg at 
the ends of the inter lobe sealing lines. The shape of the blow holes is an 
irregular three-d surface: 3IId the 
calculation of the blow hole area is quite difficult. This calculation can
 be simplified by assuming that the 
surface is approximated by a plane. which is generally good enough for engine
ering design. The 
approximate area of the blow hole as shown in Figure 8 is 
I 
2. 
}-lh • ~0 I 
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MANUFACTURING SOFTWARE 
At present the most widespread method of screw rotor manufacture is single index machining (milling or grinding), although there is a certain interest in hob-bing, especially for smaller rotors. The current:versions of the programs support the single index process, from production of the tool to control of the completed rotor. A similar series of programs for hobbing is in preparation. 
In the case of single index milling a number of tool blades of identical shape are fixed to a disk shaped tool body, which is' rotated to cut one thread of the rotor at a time. The TOOL program calculates the shape of these blades. The tool axis may be placed in different positions relative to the rotor axis, and the tool blades may be placed at different angles relative to the tool axis. The coordi-nates of the blades depend on the setup, and some setups will give better cutting 
conditions and more even wear on the tool than others. In the computation of the tool coordinates the positions of the tool a."ris and tool blade are given by the user via the keyboard. In addition, a file of 'clearance coordinates' for the rotor is needed as input. This means that the program computes a tool, which theoretically will cut the rotor with nominal clearances applied. Along the entire length of the thread a certain profile point will be cut by a certain point on the tool blade. Coordinate points on the tool will be the points that cut the corre-
sponding coordinate points on the rotor, and they are numbered accordingly. The program reports the cutting angles (front and side rake) at each coordinate point. The user can thus experiment to find a setup with optimal cutting conditions. To improve cutting conditions, one can also make use of two (or more) sets of blades, set alternatingly in the tool body and at different angles, each set cutting part 
. of the profile ('zig-zag tool'). The program is flexible enough to allow the tool blades to be set at any position relative to the tool axis and cut any prescribed part of the complete profile. 
Thus the TOOL program computes a tool that theoretically will cut the desired profile. For various reasons that may not be the optimal shape for the tool. For example, the tool will wear with use, and to increase the time between regrinds one may want to add metal to areas of the tool particularly subject to wear. One may also want to compensate for elastic deformations during the cutting process, or other imperfections in the machining process. This could be done by change in the clearance specification, but for several reasons this is inappropriate. The 
'clearance coordinates' should describe the shape of the finished rotor, i.e., they 
are design data. Any changes to the theoretical tool shape needed to cut the rotor shouid therefore be applied directly to the tool coordinates. Consequently then; is a program available to apply modific-ations to the tool shape which works similarly to the clearance application program. 
For many reasons a program for geometric simulation of the cut:ing process is desirable. For ~xarnple, it may be used to see the effects on the rotor profile of changing any of the parameters in the machining set up, such as the 'lngle 
and distance between rotor and tool axes, the location of the tool blade relative to the tool body, etr.. It can also be used to determine the theoretical shape 
of a rotor cut with a tool measured in a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) 
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usi~g given settings. Such a program is available. In addition to what has already 
been mentioned the program produces 'sensitivity coefficients' for all the variables 
that influence the form of the rotor, viz. angle and distance between rotor and 
tool axes, rotor lead, tool blade rake angles and 'offset' as well as the actual tool 
coordinates. These coefficients are given for each point of the rotor, and have the 
following meaning: To see the effect on the rotor profile of small changes in all the 
variables, multiply each sensitivity coefficient by the change in the corresponding 
variable and add together. The result is the distance the rotor point moves in the 
direction of the profile normal at the point {presumably the point will also move 
parallel to the profile, but for small changes this should have very little effect). One 
use of the sensitivity coefficients is to determine which factors influence rotor form 
the most in each point; this could be used to determine which points it would be 
most effective to check, to find out if a certain setting is within acceptable limits. 
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The program is also able to use the sensitivity coefficients to determine ex· actly how much to change each setting to correct a given, measured rotor shape. The measured coordinates are read from a tile, and the program then produces a list of changes to be made in settings to get as close as possible to the desired rotor shape. The program then calculates the actual shape of rotor to be expected from the new settings, and the residual errors in the normal direction. The calculation can be done allowing only certain variables to be changed. For example, normally one would not want to change the pitch of the rotor! It might also be of interest to see how close one can get when changing only the machine tool settings without interfering with the tool shape. 
In all these calculations only purely geometric factors are taken account of. This means that any elastic deformations in the setup will not be accounted for. This should not matter, however, assuming that profile errors caused by such factors are small. The reason is that the program calculates corrections from a measured profile, so that errors from such sources should be automatically compensated for, as far as is physically possible. 
When a rotor is carefully checked in a coordinate measuring machine the out-put will be a massive amount of raw data. It would normally consist of deviations from the nominal coordinates of the identification points in all the threads and in several cross sections along the rotor. These need to be interpreted to indi-cate how well a particular rotor corresponds to the theoretical shape. The rotor checking program takes as input a file from the CMM and calculates lead and indexing errors. It draws a diagram to indicate how the rotor size varies along its length, to show errors like tapering or barrel shape, and other diagrams to show the deviation from the theoretical profile in each thread and each cross section. 
Routine checking of rotors during manufacturing must of course be done in a less time consuming way than the coordinate measuring machine offers. A simple pairing stand and feeler gauges can be used to give a rough indication of the quality of a rotor pair. To make room for the feeler gauges one would like to set up the pairing stand with an increased center distance, and also always measure with contact between the rotors on the flanks opposite to those between which one is checking ('flip-flop measuring'). There is a program to calculate the permissible gaps at various points along the profile, given the center distance of the pairing stand and the tolerances in intermesh clearances when the rotors are mounted with nominal center distances. 
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